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CHAPTER OIÍE

AIIIIS OF TEE PRACTICUIÍ STUDY

TIÛTRODUCTÏOI¡

Working in the inner eity of Winnipeg for fourteen years '
in areas of community development' recreation, and education'

I have seen individuals and organizations change but too many

of the issues and concerns remain the same. Conditions of injustice

and inequality, systemic in our society, receive strong expression

in this community. Povert.y, unemployment and underemployment'

all converge to form t.he social reality of its people. It is

a situation deserving change, redress, and justice, and I believe

the school is an important setting for this work. Students and

their families may be drawn together with workers, utilizLng all

available community resources, to enter a process of change to

transform this social reality toward the more fully human experience

of equality and justice

As school counsellor, working with inner city adolescents'

my work bears close resemblance t.o that of a social worker.'Like

social work, it requires a commitment to work for change with the

ability to assume various interventive roles as social broker,

a
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enabler, teacher, mediator, and advocate (Compton and Galoway,

Lg7g.) It may be seen that, within schools and other care-giving

agencies in the community, these roles are carried out in a highly

competent manner, bY a VaSt number of workers, yet the challenges

of the inner city reality remain" Conventional models for practice'

based on direct service delivery to meet the immediate needs of

clients, seem to require workers t.o function in a manner which

is system-maintainitg, rather than transforming. Change most

often appears to be of the individual, not collect'ive, sort.

üthile there is no question that a worker must fulfiII short-term

obligations to people in need, it is important to integrate long-

term commitments to social change which address structural problems

J-¡l cf uuI LJvt¡ uv Èqù/È/¿J À¡¡Y

and Wilding, L976¡ Leonard, 1984.) If this dimension is missing

from practice, then well-intended efforts become ineffective as

the issues and concerns of the inner city remain unresolved.

The social world of its people remains unchanged"

This practicum study attempted to address these concerns

through the design and delivery of counselling serviceS to

adolescents in an inner city school. A change process vtas set

up whereby the efforts of students, teachers and courrsellor would

be mutually reinforcing to meet both short*term, indívidual needs

and long-term objectives for social transformation. The school
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is set up

tional high

out during

and staff of

educatíonal

as an alternative to the larger, more conven-

schools in the system. The study, carried

the 1985-86 school year, involved the students

Program, one of three

by the school.

the Urban Studies

programs provided

AII{S OF THE STT'DY

The goal of this practicum was to deliver counselling

services which would assist economically and socially

disadvantaged adolescents to set their own personal goals

and begin a process of attaining them. This was seen

as contributing to broader systemic change which should

result when youncl people are enabled to become actors,

and not just acted upon, in their social world. A desired

outcome was that personal counselling, which fosters the

development of critical awareness at the individual leve],

would tead t.o the consciousness of a collective experience

necessary for change at the school, family, and community

levels (nreire, 1985; G1asser, L9B4¡ Leonard, ¡.984" )

(for two examples from my work which illustrate this point,

see Appendix A. )

There is a strong connection between personal

counselling and systemic change. Counselling practíce

should be structured to help students address their
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needs so that individual growth wi1l foster collective

familiesaction within the classroom and school, in

and t.he community, for changes which will

quality and meaning to their lives"

bring increasíng

The aim of this study was to design, implement,

and assess a process whereby counselling services \^rere

struetured in a meaningful way to students. A counselling

program considered as meaningful implies that st.udents

become engaged in a process of change, constructive

for themselves at the personal leveI, and that, out

of this process, extended impact would strengt.hen the

qualit.y of school, family, and community life"

Counselling practice was restructured to empower

students through the use of goal-setting, decj-sion-making,

and problem-solving strategies to deal with their personal

situations and to enable students to access those supports

and services necessary to their achievement in school

and other areas of their lives. The intent was to

integrate the process, by which these two objectives

\dere accomplished, with existing school program components

to be consistent with school goals for student achievement"

This report presents an account of the design,

implementation and assessment of a structured st.udent
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conference program, initiated by the school counsellor,

\4rorking with inner city adolescents in the Urban Studies

program at Argyle High school, during the 1985-86 school

year "



CHAPTER TVÙO

FRAHE OF REFERENCE FOR PRACTTCUII STUDY

EDUCATIOII. CHA}¡GE AIID THE V{ET,FARE STATEa

In society, education functions as a system within

a network of systems which frame the contempotary welfare

state. Historically, most educational change may be

understood as the manifestations of expressed new

requirements according t'o the needs of capitalist

development (Gough, I979.) A benevolent state cannot

escape the "constraints imposed by its situation \^tl-tnan

the capitalist mode of production."I Gough links the

growth of educatíon to the requirements of capitalist

industrialization for the dívision of labour whereby

work activities become task-specific and repetitive.

In its first stage, workers had to be trained in response

t.o this development "conseguently the schooling emphasized

the learning of particular functions, the inculcation

of authority and discipline-" 2 The development of

technology and advanced industrialization led to the

second stage of expanded schooling at the secondary

level and the third stage, the growth of higher education'
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reflects the characteristics of advanced capitalism-

Vühile economic restraint has restricted programming

at elementary and secondary school Ievels, most recent

educational expenditures have been directed toward

post-secondary training.

The education system assumes a role in the workings

of the welfare state characterized by Gough as "the

use of state power to modify the reproduction of labour

po\^rer and to maintain the non-working population of

capitalist societies. rr 3 Recent developments in educational

poticies reflecting budget cutbacks, increased student-

teacher ratios, school clos,ures, and. other program

restraints may be understood as changes responsive

to the needs of state and monopoly capital' in terms

of the fiscal crisis of the welfare state"

Education and the glelfare State

In our society, the state functions according

to the needs of capital to maintain the interests

of the dominant cIass. Some combination of wealth t

power, and prestige is vital to individuals and groups

wanting to exercise influence to change government

policies and structures (Hunter, t9B1; Therborn, 1980;

Dahlie and Fernando, L981. ) Activity at various government
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levels is understood Lo be tinked to state functions

of accumulation and legitimation which form the locus

for systemic contradictions (OrConnor, L973; Panitch, 1977.)

Identified as "political wiII" governments act in accordance

with policies to maintain or strengthen existing political

posit,ions or economic conditions "

Bow}es and Gintis make the analogy that the education

system provides a safety valve for an economic pressure-

cooker. They cite the prevailing conditions of inequality

as being economic-based as defined by the market' property'

and power relationships of the capitalist system.

The education system is understood as that institution

which perpetuates the social relationships of this

economic state" The school system Serves the interests

of profít and political stability and "legitimates

economic inequality by providing an open, objectíve,

and ostensibly meritocratic mechanism for assigning

individuals to unequal economic positions"" 4

The education system, predicated on the notion

of equality of opportunity, is described as universal'

free, individualízed, yet structured to meet society¡s

changing needs. This system may be interpreted t'o

be all, Some t oE none of these according to the ideolo-

gical perspective from which it is considered" ongoing
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debate ranges along a continuum of themes from the purpose

and role of todayts schools to measures of effectiveness

in educational practice. Positions are assumed presenting

various perceptions of learning from the view that

schools should equip students to function in an increasingly

technological world' approPriately trained for the

workforce, to the proposal that.educat,ion is the practice

of freedom whereby individuals may learn to direct

their lives along chosen pathways" (ror contrasting

assumptions of the old and ne\^/ paradígms of education'

see Appendix B" )

underscorinq this debate are the contradictions'

found within the practice of schools, fundamental to

the maintenance of the welfare state within a changing

society. while many educators may be concerned with

social change, these contradictions support strategies

which insure equal opportunities for the individual

to be co-opted into the inequitable world of the working

and non-working, a world of poverty and wealth, responding

to short-term needs without regard for long-term commitments

to social change"

Katz characterizes public schools as "universal,

tax-supported, free, compulsory, class-biased, and racist."5
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These same characteristics could be applied to our

correctional system, child welfare agencies, social

assistance programs, health care services, and so on.

Educational practices reftect and reinforce the social

system of which they are a part" vrlhile schools may

possess a unique set of problems, solutions should

be shared throughout the welfare sÈat'e"

Education and Chan<re

Achieved schooL reforms focus upon the changÍng

of curriculum, methodology, materials and resources'

the process of education as it functions within the

welfare stat,e economy. According to Schecter, education

perceived within this larger context allows for the

analysis of the school "as a social institution which

maintains political order,in the widest sense and provides

a properly qualified labour force for the o$tners of

capital.,' 6 This understanding should inform any change

process undertaken.

In the mid-1980's, the fiscal crisis facing govern-

supersedements

soci-aI

has meant that economic imperatives

ones (Priven and Cloward, L9B2"l Withín this
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milieu, educational debate which relates to the economic

demands of our social world receives strong support.

Important considerations challenge educators today.

What is meant by schools doj-ng a good job? How much

public spending should be appropriated to this end?

What. is the potitical wi]lr ês it relates to education'

towards the achievement of social and economic imperatives?

And, of particular concern to inner city educators,

what experience should schools provide to individuals

and families, severely affected by economic and social

stresses, presently existing in conditions of economic

disadvantage and powerlessness? What edueational reform

suppor SS L

and their families?

Approaches to educational reform as a strategy

for social change are referenced to radically different

visions of the education system and correspond to divergent

political ideologies which j-nform educational debate.

The belief that open education could restore the democratic

and liberating character of schooling led to support

for schools without walls and "free" schools (Silberman' 1970")

Notions of meritocracy and equality of schooling, referenced

t.o liberalism, support selectivity in education and

inequality of rewards in t.he economy (BeIl , L973" )
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Resulti-ng reform relies heavily on standardization

of student assessment, testing, and curricula, whereby

measures of student achievement reflect effectiveness

of èducational programs" The distinction between

schooling as institution and education as a lifelong

process freely determined by the individual has led to

the exLreme proposal that compulsory schooling should

be disestablished altogehher(rIlich and verne, L976-)

Analysis of the relation between the economY and

reveals the correspondance betweent,he educatj-on system

soci-al relations on

of education on the

the one hand and the structure

other (Schuller and Bengtsson' I977.)

School reform t.o achieve social change requires restruc-

turing of educational resources " Practice in schools

should reflect this attempt to restructure in the effort

to offset the effects of social and economic disadvantage

of students and to support them' individually and

collectivelyr ërs they act to transform their social

reality toward equality and justice 
"

EDTTCATION AI¡D IIiTIIER CITY ADOLESCENTS

Characteristic of t.he

number of young peoPle

in schools or who have

inner city is a significant

presently achieving poorly

out of the school sYstem

who are

dropped
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entirely. The adolescents involved in this study are

from this group"

Youth rAt Risko

Referred to as youth "at riskr " this group

is profiled in the Youth Needs Study (1981) to be those

adolescents experiencing unmet needs in seven areas:

poor family relationships

inadequate standard of living

inadequate academic performance

inadequate participation in the work world

inadequat.e participation in recreational programs

no

Adolescents

deviant peer group lifestyle, and

close friends.

having unmet needs in three or more of these

areas are considered to be "at risk" "

Among these adolescents, intellectual development

may reflect an academic skilIs delay of four to six years"

Usually, there is a lack of balance in skills development

in areas of literacy, oracy, and numeracy. Competency

in mathematics could be accompanied by deficit.s in

language development and vice versa. Despite these

delays, these students are not considered to be slow
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learners, learning disabled t ot as candidates for special

education classes. Given the appropriate circumstâflcêsr

they demonstrate the ability to learn quickly and achieve

academic aoa1s. For the most part' these students

represent the "push-outs" of the system. They are

st,udents who., f or whatever reasons, schools have f ailed

in attempts to successfully engage in a continuum of

learning experience.

In addition to

demonstrate delays in

related to the theory

academic delays, youth "at risk"

their psychosocial development

of a hierarchy of developmental

include the satisfaction of hunger and thirst' the

provision of safety, security, and order' relationships

that offer affection and indentification, relationships

that satisfy needs for love and belonging, ski11

development that is valued and which increases compentenclr

and self-fulfitlment. The lower, more basic, needs

must be sufficiently met so that the individual is able

to achieve higher potentialíties by meeting the higher*

order needs" The more adequately the adolescent's

developmental needs are met, the more psychosocially

mature he or she becomes" Given this understanding,
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symptoms such as depression, anxiety, agression, and

suicidal tendencies may well be pathological but' more

líkely, may be linked to living in severe conditions

of economic disadvantage.

Powerlessness

For inner city adolescents, powerlessness occurs

on three leve1s. It occurs by the fact of their adolescence'

by the fact of their being poor, and by the fact of

their being native in a class society. The most unalterable

of these facts is, of course, their adolescence. The

adolescent period has been described as that age when

of their development. It ís a time when an important

transition must be made from childhood to adult life.

This transitional period, regardless of other factors,

is stressfut and challenging both for the adolescent

and for others with whom they ínteract.

In economic terms, these youth are oppressed

and, in their short lifetimes, schools have primarily

represented yet anot.her form of institutionalized oppression"

These adolescents are almost all native, either status,

non-status, or Metis" This means that aII the societal

twists and pulls on the urban native person impact
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on these youth" While there is great strength to be

drawn from the Indian family and much pride in native

heritage, the ongoing hardships of racism and prejudice

remain to be endured. Conditions of unemplolnnent'

welfare, abuse, crime, violence, and poverty dictate

lifestyles and life chances (Dosman ¡ L972¡ Ponting

and Gibbons , L980 " )

Their problems are incorrectly interpreted

as a pathology in t.he individual ' or in f amilies t oE

in the culture in which they are raised" Instead'

t,heir problems should be understood as a class experience

(Corrigan and Leonard, L978. ) Schools have conditioned

native children to a state of inferiorization and

colonization providing educational programs which are

irrelevant and meaningle.ss (Adams , L9 75. ) To develop

toward a purposeful and fulfilled adult life' young

peopte must experience achievement whereby they gain

po\^¡er to direct their lif e goals along chosen pathways.

In realíty, powerlessness has been their experience.

Empgge¡meq!

Inner cit.y adolescents meet with harsh expectations

early in life" Like all adolescents, by vírtue of

their being "children" according to legal definition'

they are put in the position of having to accept what
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they are given. Inner city youth are most severely

affected by this reality. They spend their childhood

in subst.andard housing where heat, lightr or water

may be absent for days at a time. They are not adequately

clothed and are often cold. They face scarcity of

food and are expected to look after themselves for

days at a time. They are expected to adjust to the

cyclical life events of having money and not having

money, of having food and a home and not having food

and a home, of being looked after and not being looked

after. What is remarkable is that most of these young

people possess the strengths, abilities, and skills

as students, with this knowledge.

People who endure oppression, while possessing

knowledge, skills, and abilit.ies, are not likely to

develop the critical consciousness necessary to shape,

to create, and to participate in their world (Freire,

1973 " ) Conditj-ons of oppression maintain people as

objects having to adapt to changes done to them and

to their environment" People incapable of changing

their realities adjust in a manner Freire describes

as adaptS-ve behavior characteristic of the animal world.

This dehumanization is overcome if people are able
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to integrate with, rather than adapt to, their world.

The aim of education should be that of liberation'

rather than domestication; of the human experience"

eonscientizacao is the term Freire gives to

the awakening of developing critical awareness. It

is a process of becoming more fu1ly human which divides

int,o stages of magical, naive, and critical conscious-

ness. Magical individuals conform to the oppressive

situation in which they find themselves" Naive individuals

blame themselves and direct their actions toward becoming

more like the oppressor. Critically conscious individuals

perceive the system as in need of transformation and

themselves as agents of change.

Being disempowered does not mean being without

potential for change. Recognizing the strengths of

inner city youth, particularly the strong survival

skitls which develop in order to cope in extreme conditions

of economic and social disadvantage, provides the basis

upon which workers may develop programs to engage students

in education for empowerment so that they may take

control of their f.ives (Gtasser' 1984. ) The challenge

to ínner city educators is to meet these studentst

with the knowledge and skills they bring, and assist
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them to engage in a learning process which al]ows them

to problematize their experience so as to develop the

critical consciousness necessary for them to become

actors in their realities"

The School as an Enab Settincr

The findings of the

that the family, the school'

the most pervasive effect on

Youth Needs Studv revealed

and the peer group

the adolescent:

have

In principle, then, these settings would
seem to be the most strategic ones for
addressing the unmet needs of students- Yet'
beeause both the family and the peer group
are private institutions and highlY

f

focal point.s for the organizaüion and
deliveiy of service to the adolescent with
muttiple unmet needs. In contrast, the
school system is a public institution
mandated to deliver services to all
children according to their needs
( Section 4L " 4 , 41.5 ' Public Schools Act.
Thus we have considered that for adolescents'
the school system is the most efficient
locus for addressigg the fuII range of
adolescent needs. /

Tn An Agenda for Excellence at the Middle Level

(w.a"S.S.P. ' 1985, ) the authors examine the dimensions

of schooling necessary for student achievement at the

adolescent age" one of these dimensions deals with

student development where it is recommended that schools
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"institute student advisement programs that assure each

student regular, compassionate, and supportive counsel

about his or her academic progress, adjustment to school,

and personal adjustment. " I A further dimension deals

with client.-centeredness to support the notion that

"successful schools are those that understand the needs

of their clients and fill those needs quickly and

effectively" " 9 Schools must adapt to the developmental

needs of the students in them.

Recognizing

is an understandi-ng

They should be able

what are the real needs of students

which is vital for inner city educators.

to perceive the widening gap between

,

and charity¡ on the one hand, and justice and redress,

on the other" They should be able to recognize the

oppressèd and the oppressor and identify their or^/n

role as maintaining or transforming the social world"

An analysis of education may lead us to see

it as an ideological state apparatus, but one wit.h

progressive contradictions being heavily dependent

on a large number of workers to make it operate effectively

for the state (Corrigan and Leonard, 1978") If one

conceives of education as a political act, it. may be

seen as integral to the empowerment of the disadvantaged
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to bring about social change. Within the politics of

change, schools hold potential for collective action.

Staff and students working together may broad-en an

alliance from individualized experience of the social

world to an experience of collectivit.y which can "provide

individuals who feel harried and trapped in society

with a real opport.unity for eommunity aeLivity for

some profound education, for a real attempt to grasp

a piece of the socj-al world and change it."I0

" of fundamental importance to
edueatj-on as aR authenticallY
gnosíological condition is the
problemat,ízation of the world
of workr products, ideas, convictions'
aspirations, myths, art, sciences, the
\dorld an snort of cufture ancl nLsEory
which is the result of relat,ions
between human beings and the world"
To present this human world as a
problem for human beings is to
propose that t.hey "enter into it
critieally, taking the operation as
a wholeo their êction, and that of
others on it" 11

This study reflects the understanding that

sehools are aR important place for work with adolescents

and, further, that this work should reflect a regard

for the unique developmental needs of these youth

referenced to the intellectual, psyehosocial, cultural'

and economic fact.ors whieh descrÍbe and influence t.heir

lives "
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COT]ITSELLII{G PRACTICE WITE IIIDTER CTTY ADOLESCENTS

In my practice, requests for assistance were

received on a self-referral basis and through teacher

referrals. Counselling practice mainly consisted of

instrumental and crisis-related interventions with a

mechanistic, observable phenomenon'resulting from this

kind of service delivery" Those students who had the

skitls to assert themselves, or who otherwise came to

the notice of staff, received attention' support' and

available resources. Others did not. Because contact

was established with the counsellor when an individual

situation became so problematic so as to not 90

unattended, there \^rere few opportunit,ies for work of

a preventative or generative sort. Yet' this kind of

work is important if practice is to be effective with

inner city youth" It is what is required if long-term

commitment to structural change is to be an active'

ongoing dimension of practice" Galper states:

If a counselling situation fails to link
a specific and immediate problem with the
social dynamics of which it. is but one manifes-
tation and if it fails to link the temporary
and partial solutions with the larger social
transformation that is requíred for realistic
solutions, then it is extremely limited, ât
best, and deceptive and t.pt.=äin", at worst.12
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Conventional Practice

School counselting services, based on conventional

practice, exist apart from the rest of school life"

The opportunity for the students to work with both the

teacher and counsellor are limited. There is a delineation

between the learning experience as provided through

classroom activíty and that gained in the counselling

office" Students involved with counselling services

access resources which other students do not. There

are few opportunities to integrate teacher and counsellor

efforts to facilitate experiences for all students

to grow and develop towards personal achievement and

collective experience.

Esp1in describes this sort of conventional

practice whereby Monday mornings at school yield

adolescents in crisis from weekend events with the

remaining week consumed by angry students, distressed,

teachers, newly pregnant students, sad individuals

thinking of suicide, Ieaving home, coping with abuse,

and so on" Esplin asks:

How are we going to be sure the student
will seek us out instead of following a
disastrous path of self-destruction,
either by drifting into anti-social acts
that become a way of life t or by taking
the final steps of suicide? How' too'
are we to refer the appropriate student to
the appropriate agency for help with problems? T3
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Counsellors do incorporate preventative measures into

practice which may include strategies such as morning

hal1 walks, approaching students exhibiting signs of

dist.ress, offering encouragement and being support'ive'

use of peer counsellitg, Iinking with outside resources'

listening to teachers' insights, and monitoring students

after crises. Within an inner city high school, knowing

that every student f it.s the description of being "at risk'i "

these strategies still fatl into the category of conventional

practice.

Restructuring Counsellincr Practice

T.o be effective, the onus falls to eounselling

services t.o restructure practice in order to ensure

that every student is supported and assisted in an

inclusive way by implementing a systematic approach

to reach out to these students " counsell0rs should

use their abilitíes to engage each student in a meaningful

change process which integrates school and other life

experiences in a realist.ic and purposeful way.

The conventional concept of counselling servj-ces

in sehools parallels the transmissive model of education

having the "expert" worker available to st.udents should

individuat needs become apparent. The skills evidenced
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by a capable worker need not be challenged" As stated

by Galper, the best skills or technique of a worker,

regardless of the political commitment of the worker,

are those required for restructuring practice at the

level of technique. I'The use to which technique is
put, rather than technique itself, distinguishes radical
from conventional practice. "14

This review of literature suggests that the

passive role of t,he worker be altered to set up effective
counselling practice with inner city adolescents.

Long-term commitments to social change require that
the counsellor, along with teachers, direct their
practice towards building equality. This requires

assisting every student to encounter and transform

experienced social realit.ies, utilizing all the supports

and services possible, to bring about change for them-

selves, their families, and their communities "
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PRACTTCUU INTERVENTION

TEE SETTII¡G3 THE SCEOOL A¡ID ITS STIIDENTS

School, Proqrams, and Staff

Argyle High School is regarded as an alternative

educational setting for student.s who, while age-

appropriate for secondary school, have not been

successfully integrated into conventional high school

settings. Students are offered true alternatives in

terms of school organization, teaching methodologies'

curriculum, and programs" (For an outline of school

goals and objectivesr sêê Appendix C" )

The school has a total enrolment of 230 students'

aged 15 to 2I years, maintaining three distinct programs:

t.he Pre-Employment Program with an enrolment of approximately

30 students, the Academic Program with an enrolment

of approximately 100 student.s, and the Urban Studies

Program with an enrolment of approximately 100 students"
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The Pre-Employment Program is a one-year

program designed to assist students to make the transition

from school to work. Students are offered a wide range

of experiences through which they acquire ski1ls that

provide them with opportunities for seeking and securing

employment for further educational training programs.

The Academj-c Program is available to students

wanting preparation for post-secondary education.

It is a three year program which offers courses in

English, Math, Geography, History, Science, and Biology

at the I00' 101, 200, 20I, 300, and 301 levels. Timetables

are flexible and designed to accomodate continuous

progress. Intensive individualized instruction allows

students to work at their ovrn pace. As well, smal1

group work, conferences, and workshops are structured

at regular intervals to facilitate a collective learning

experience.

The Urban Studies Program is a two-year certificate

program t for grades ten and eleven, offering Math,

Science, Social Studies, Language Arts, and Lifeskills

at the 104, I05' 204, and 205 levels. Classes are

small and emphasis is placed on individual- and small

group work" Students are assigned to one teacher for

instruction in all subject areas providing the opportunity
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for a close working relationshíp between student and

teacher not usually possible at the high school level.

Knowledge of student abilit.ies in all core subject

areas assists the teachers in individual learníng

assessments which, in turn, assists programming'

StudentsintheAcademicandUrbanStudies

Programs have morning classes specific to their area

of study but all student's select from a common set

of afternoon courses with choices including Performing

Arts, Physical Education, Woodcraft, Criminal Justice

System, History of Indiginous Peoples, Political Studies,

Women's Issues, psychology, Child Development, Art'

Journalism, and Computer Awareness' Organization of

the school day in this way allows for interaction among

students in the programs' Classes are held from 9:00

to L2zQ0 in the morning and from I:00 to 2:30 in the

afternoon to aIlow for uninterrupted inst'ructional

time. Apart from mid-morning "cof fee break" taken

by students and staff, there are no bells, class changes'

or other disruptions to learning activities "

at

the

Thereisahighcalibreofprofessionalstaff

theschool,eachbringingspecializedskillsto
programs according to their past teaching experiences"
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Many of the staff have been trained to teach at the

elementary school level which accounts for a strong

child-centered approach to the learníng process.

Staffing consists of L4 teachers, 3 teacher-aides r

2 lifeskills inst.ructors, 2 counsellors, I4 secretaries,

and principal" Class sizes vary from 15 to 25 st.udents

according to the subjects taught and the learning needs

of the students.

The school has been organized around the principle

that, given the appropriate environment' every student

will learn. They will begin to be involved in their

education, begin to achieve personal goals, and most

important., begin

skills required

to develop the awareness and thinking

in making decisions and enacting changes

in their lives and in the life of the school' their

families, and the community. Features which contribute

to the alternative nature of the school fa1l into two

categories: features having to do with the attributes

of the st.udents and features having to do with the

at.tributes of the learning environment "

The Students

Regardless of the variations in age and academic

the categoryability among students, they all faIl into
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of youth "at risk" with previous experiences which were

not supportive to success in conventional high schools.

Past the age of compulsory attendance, having been

disengaged or out of school for at least one to two

years, students choose to attend school with a sense

of purpose more than just passing from one grade to

the next, from junior high to senior high, in the accepted

manner" This contributes to a feeling' within the

school, which seems more like an adult education settíng.

Few of

clearly defined

and uninvolved,

who enter the school have

sense of direction.

the students

goals and a

many come to school looking for

their friends" Young

Unemployed

a place

peopleto belong and to be wit.h

who are out of school require meaningful activity,

not just recreational opportunities:

Recreation is the recouping of energy
lost during the work process" As soon
as there is a surplus of energy avail-
able for activities other than work,
recreation becomes poi-ntless and makes
way for the possiblity of true creativity
the creation of a new way of life, of a
ne\Àr envj-ronment" That is the reason why t.he
youth no longer turn to hobbies and clubs
for relaxat.ion but seek excitement in
communal initiatíves. 15

There is, about the

sense of excitement

be a student and to

young people at the school, this

and sharíng of what it means to

be a part of the school"
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The Learninq Environment

Returning students voice the following comments

when questioned about their reasons for returning:

"because my friends are herer " "teachers know how

I learn bestr" "I feel like I belong herer" and often

many responses simíIar to "because it is like a famiIy. "

This latter comment, expressed often, describes a sense

of family which is key to understanding the school

environment.

Peoplemaking, Satir identifiesIn

important to building nurturing' positive

four aspects

families

\^tl-t'n l-t' S memþers þel-ng productl-ve numan þeangs. Iney

are the feelings and ideas one has about him or herself,

called self-worth, the ways people work out to make

meaning with one another, called communication' the

rules people use for how they should feel or act' called

the family system, and the way people relate to other

people and institut.ions outside, cal1ed links to

society (Satir, L972.) These factors are all important

to lífe at the school"

Individual self-worth is the focus for much

activity at the school. "There are no genes to carry
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the feeling of worth. rt is learned."16 Much emphasis

is placed on building self-awareness, raising self*

esteem, and strengthening ident.ity both within and

outside of the classroom. Students and staff work

together wít.h mutual respect and regard. Responsibility

ts self and to others is encouraged" Staff assumes

a strong, nuturing role with students in order to

reinforce self*worth' sensj-t.ive to verbal and non-verbal

messaqes fostering feelings of value or deprecat.ion.

Communication is important at the school"

Perhaps because adolescents are good at detecting

r-nsr-nceratY, empnasr-s r-s on stral-gntrorwardr open

communication or what Satir refers to as the levelling

response. Teachers and students address each other

on a first name basis and there is a descernable close-

ness and regard for each other in their communication

patterns. Teachers spend considerable time in helping

students improve their communication skills both in

one t.o one and group situations.

There are only two fixed' non-negotiable rules

at the schools no drugs or alcohol and no fighting"

Ru1es are flexible, kept updated, and accomodate staff

and student needs " Processes are in place to allow
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for shared input into decisions concerning operational

guidelines for the school including student council'

staff,/student committees, and staff/student school

evaluation sessions. Expectations regarding classroom

procedures' student behavior, att,endance, participation'

and other related areas are clearly stated by staff

on a one to one basis, in the classroomr êrld i-n school

assemblies hetd at regular intervals throughout the

school year" The lack of a long set of formal rules

does not imply a lack of structure which is very much

in evidence in the day to day operation of the school"

What is important is that this structure is negotiable

through discussion and acceptable to both students

and staff "

The school maintains an open system with strong

links to the community and with the families of students.

community resources are integrated with lesson plans

and learning activities are often community-based.

Conferences' workshops, and forums also provide oppor-

tunities for students to interact with others outside

of the classroom. In particular, school efforts are

directed toward supporting students with their or¡tn

familíes" In the 1985-86 school year' approximately
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40 students were parents themselves requj-ring specific
assistance and resources "

V{híle conventional high schools are largely
operationalized around a transmissive model for education,

with teachers considered as experts in their subject

areas, thís staff utilizes an interactive learnÌ_ng

model whereby the approach is individualized according

t,o students needs, generative in starting from where

the student is with respect t,o the learning continuum,

and curriculum is adapted to be culturally relevant

to students.

wnJ_re currLcuJ_um requJ-remenEs must' þe met,

as in other high schools, teaching methodologies vary.

Greater emphasis is placed on cooperative learning,
collectíve workr pêer teaching, dialogue, and individual
programming so t.hat specific needs and learning styles
are accomodated'in the planning and implementation

of activities " Learning is viewed as function of

growt,h (Dennison, 1969. ) Staf f at the school do not

passively folIow student development, but interact
with and, therefore, stimulate iL"

In order to successfully engage students in
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learning process ' activities are planned wit.h regard

for sequencing of skills appropriate to all students

in a classroom" Activities are made relevant to students

to ensure meaningful learning experiences. They are

related to desired learning outcomes identified for

each student. To accomplish this, course material

is often presented in an integrated way using a thematic

approach. During the 1985-86 school year' themes were

developed around topics including schools and education'

self and interpersonal relationships, families' the

world of work, and world issues of hungerr poverty'

racism, violence, and peace. Theme studies present

an optimum opportunity to introduce activitíes which

a) extend a general knowledge base linked to skill

aquisibion in the core subject areas, and

b) assíst ín the development of critical thinking

skills and the development of a consciousness toward

empowerment. "

To implement this type of educational programming

requires a team approach whereby teachers meet on a

weekly basis t ot more often, to introduce ideas, share

teaching strategies, and discuss problems working from

an overall framework of team goals and objectives"
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During the past two years, the counsellors have acted

as team leaders with responsibility for team building

and facilitating the continued development of programs.

At team meetings, all aspects of programming are dealt

with using a colleagial decision-making approach.

The idea for t.his practicum had its genesis at t.he

Urban Studies team meeting. Regardless of the concerns

of the counsellor in support of the establishment of

a formal sLudent conference program, the idea would

noL have been implemented without the endorsement and

contributions of other team members.

]FITE TlrIrFEÞlZIfI{ItFTfìÎiI. PEIS'FPTII-]FIIPTIIII1 I-ôIINSET.T.TñÍ: SERVT(]ES

Counselling Services

The objectives for counselling services at

the school have always been tied t.o those goals and

objectives stated for the school as a whole. Prior

to the initiation of this studyr mY role as counsellor

related closely to the stated duties for guidance

counsellor at the secondary school level (see Appendix D

Regarded as part of a support team for students and

staff, below are the regular responsibilities list'ed

in declining priority:

crisis intervention with individual students,
referral and follow-uP
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assistance to students with instrumental tasks

action planning with students and teachers
to improve student motivation, attendance,
and behavior with monitoring of these plans

student timetables for morning
classes

and afternoon

intaker placement, and orientation of nehr
students

liaison with outside workers, agencies, and
families

work with student council and other school
support groups

organization of school-wide programming
re: community resourcesr career educatj-on
post-secondary programs

support for other school activity as appropriate

Vühile I have not undertaken a tj-me management

study to assess precisely the amounts of time spent

oR eaeh of these areas, a definite pattern of activíty

emerges when reviewing the usual school day. The first

two areas listed, the crisis and instrumental types

of interventions, were carried out continuously and

interrupted only by the scheduling of some of the other

tasks listed. Throughout the day, scheduled appointments

with outside workers, parents, a student council meeting,

or a support group meeting, would take place as arranged"

The rest of the tj-me would be spent responding to requests
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for assistance from students and staff ' dealt with

on a first come, first serve, basis. With this system'

the pace of work is incessant with counsellor contacts

beginning before class time in the mornings, continuing

t.hrough the d.y, including lunch hours and after school.

Results from this practice were dist.urbing.

First, in instances when activities were planned, such

as meetings with workers or a new st.udent want.ing to

register at the school, the individuals received the

full att,ention of the counsellor who was prepared with

ínformation, ideas, and time. Usually these meetings

\^rere very useful. In fact, these people seemed to

receíve a better quality of service than did the

st,udents in crisis when the approach was reactive

instead of proactive.

Second, the impact of counselling services

seemed lessened because so much of the work was apart

from the rest of school life" School goals focus on

i'whole child" development. but, too often, there was

a line of demarcation as teachers tended to academic

development and the counsellor responded to psychosocial

and economic needs of students " There was little
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practice which would allow

efforts to be mutually rein-

Third, because counselling practice mainly

consisted of crisis-related and instrumental types

of interventions, not all students had equal access

to services which might be important to their personal

achievement. In the Urban Studies Program' many of

t,he less assertive, more compliant, seemingly less

problematic student.s did not receive attention until

they stopped attending.

Fourth, many of the students in Lhe program

\^¡ere already involved with a complicated network of

supports and were interacting with a significant number

of outside workers" (ror a list of agencies and

organizations ínvolved with inner city adoleseents,

see Appendix E. ) It would be useful to knowr prior

to a crisis, who else was involved with a student and

what was the extent of their support.

day

the

Finally, too often at the end of the school

I would experience thoughts of "if only" " If only

teacher and counsellor shared more information
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about students and their personal concerns prior to a

crisis, service delivery would be more effective"

Counselling practice could be proactive' preventative'

and with a clear focus and direction for work with

students both individually and collecti-vely.

In response to these observations and as

result of team consultation, counselling practice was

restructured t.o allow for the seheduling of student

eonferences to involve each studentr his,/her classroom

t.eaeher, and the counsellor- This student conference

program \das set up to be a part of the Urban Studies

Program during t.he 1985-86 school year

Objectives for Student Conferences

Given t.hat every student in the program would

have t.he opportuníty to participate in a conference

with his or her classroom teacher and the counsellor'

it was anticipated that many positive outcomes should

result. Stated here are these specific objectives

as they were considered for the students, the teachers,

and the program

For students, feêlings of individual worth
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\^/ould be heightened as attention is paid to their

unique situations, their wants and their needs. They

would have the experience of receiving concern and

support from adults with whom they interact daily

transcending "otherness" which potentially exists between

staff and student,s. Goalsr plans, and problems would

be approached in a collective way through dialogue

to strengthen students ! underst.anding with regard to

the interfacing of educational and life goals and the

inter-relatedness of school and personal problems.

Students would have the opportunity to account for

their own actions and relate their observations to

s.ltuataons at scnool ano co tnel-r personaf rl-ves.

They would be able to identify areas for needed change.

During the conferences, students would be assisted

to conceptualize their progress at school as a series

of incremental steps necessary to achievement rather

than encountering school as a somewhat unrelated day

to day experience. Students would experience how

educational and life goals may be integrated through

the process of goal*setting, decision-making, and

problem-solving" All student.s would have access to

the supports and services necessary for their success

Tþ"Iffi LJNIVHRSITY OF MAI\ITÕffiÂ LIßRiARIË$
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at school because the opportunity for this would be

built into the process of their education, as a part

of the overall program, without having to be necessitated

by crisis or precipitated by inappropriate behavior-

For teachers, the conferences would provid'e

the opportunity to observe their students in a setting

other than the classroom and away from the usual extraneous

influences " They would be able to listen to their

students in dialogue with another adult" They would

gain assessment information as the students disclosed

bheir understanding of themselves and their abilities

in the areas of need articulation' comprehension of

school operations, goal-setting, decision-making'

problem-solving, and communication skilts. This would

assist teaehers in identifying those aspects important

to individual student growth and development in a

systematic and planned \^tay. The conferences would

allow teachers to extend their supportive role outside

of the classroom and take part in action plans to help

students succeed whether they be of the classroom-based

sort, requiring modification of the academic program

or intervention with peers ¡ ot outside of the classroom'
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having to do with areas specific to the personal lives of

st,udents " Teachers would have the opportunity to
test assumptions and precon.ceptions about their students,

to identify student strengths and weaknesses, and to

increase their knowledge and sensitivity to students

whose problems \ârere previously unknown.

In the classroom teachers

apply this assessment information

student to the class groupr âs a

with s j-milar needs, to- creatively

strengths

and small

and weaknesses amongst

group combinations, use

would be able to
gained about each

whole, to link students

build on individual

students in pairing

of peer teaching

strategies, possible reassignment of tutorial aides,

and so on " Wit,h an overview of the students in the

classroom, appropriate activities could be struct.ured

rr¡hich relate to issues raised on the conf erences.

Teacher participation in the conferences would emphasize

the seriousness attached to individual growth and

development for every student in the classroom and

a sense of equality amongst students would be supported

as each had the opportunity to receive this positive

at.tention and not be singled out for a special reason.
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A classroom profile would develop which would indicate

to the teacher and counsellor where students were,

where they want, to go, and what needs to be done to

help them get there.

For the program, the conferences would support

the goals related. to planning end implementation of

activities to be appropriate to student needs and

interests" Teacher efforts to establish individual
educational plans for every student in the program

would be reinf orced. ,T,ines of interaction betrveen

eounsellor and teacher would strengthen establishing
a common understanding of the needs of students, identi-
fying areas to be worked on separately and together.

The eonferences would give t.he teacher, student, and

eounsellor a chance to discuss st.udent progress in

afternoon classesr co-cuïricular activities, and other

school and community experiences which are difficult

for teachers to monitor for all students in a consistent

hray. The conferences would facilitate improved networking

between school and the outside ageneies and families,

and would help in the proeess of matehing students'

goals wit.h further education and career opportunities

in the community.
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As stated, all of these fall into the category

anticipated outcomes which led to the scheduling

student conferences as a part of the program. While

all of these outcomes could be assessed accurately'

final chapters of this report present an account

the observed outcomes and results.

Implementation of Student Conferences

This practicum consisted of I40 conferences

facilitated by the counsellor and conducted, at least

once, with every student in the program and their class-

room teacher with resulting follow-up interventions.

The conferences were scheduled throughout the school

year and arranged according to teacher timetables and

the availability of students. Each conference took

an average of 30 minutes to complete, depending upon

the substance of the discussion. A specific format

$/as followed by the counsellor (see Appendix F, )

Each conference began with a discussion of

the studentrs present situation, goals to year-end'

and action plans to support these 9oa1s. This vtas

fotlowed by a discussion of the student's future goals
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and identification of action plans to assist in this

area" Conferences concluded with the opportunity for

a student to identify personal problems which might

interfere with the plans discussed, the probable causes

of these problems, and possible solutions"

Although the format for the conferences was

ptanned with a rationale to be discussed later, for

t.he most part, these sessions were not unlike those

usually set up by the counsellor to assist students

and t,eachers in determining directions for indivídual

planning. In fact, any of these conferences in isolation

mi oht be eonsidered fairlv unremarkable and viewed

as part of what, counsellors do. This project differed

because counselling practice was structured to become

integrated with teachíng practice. All students $tere

particípants in a process which was set up to respond

to individual needs. The comprehensive scope of this

approach had implications for all levels of school

life student, teacher, classroom, program, school,

and eommunity.

As in all work which involves

the process employed i.s considered to

human

be as

interaction,

important
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as the anticipated outcomes. Methodological concerns

regarding procedures for this project may be divided

into three areas: organization of the conferences,

the conferences themselves, and the foIlow-up interventions

for each of the conferences.

! 
--r'l --vYqaÍrLzaEr(rlr

Organization of the conferences \^ras dependent

upon the commitment of teachers in the program to the

project" This became ah: first step in the organizational

process and was aided significantly by the existíng

þeam dynamics amongst the staff. This team dedicated

considerable effort and time, working long after school

hours, to assess student progress and program directions.

At regular intervals, program strengths and gaps were

identified and new program components developed resulting

from this assessment. The notion that all students

needed individual educational planning, which often

required allocation of supports and services outside

of the classroom experience' was an idea to which the

entire team was committed" The concept of student

conferences fit into what was seen to be a gap in

existing programs' especially in terms of increasing
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the effectiveness of the program and building equity

into service delivery to students"

The second step in the organizatj-onal process

required that all teachers agree to use their preparation

time, that being the time in the morning when the art

teacher takes over a teacher's class for instruction

used by the teacher for planning and preparation, to

participate in scheduled conferences with one of their

students and the counsellor" These preparation times

occurred twice in the s_ix day cycle for a 90 minute

period each time. This agreement amounted to what

could be considered a sacrifice for teachers in that

preparation then had to be completed after school hours.

The art teacher was also in agreement with the plan

although it meant that art classes would be interrupted as

a student left for a conference or returned when

finished" A maximum of three conferences could be

completed during oRe of t.hese time periods. As each

teaeher worked with approximately 20 students' the

conference program required the voluntary reassignation of

a consíderable amount of teacher preparation time.

The third step in planning related to how t.he

eonferences would be scheduled so that no st.udent would
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miss the opportunity for a session. Due to irregular

attendance patterns amongst students, it was decided

that the decision of who would be involved in a conference

would be dealt with on a day to day basis depending

upon which students were present. The result was a

bit of a juggling act and some priorization was done

as teachers assessed student readiness and willingness

to participate in a conference on a given day. For

example, if a student had been up all night, or hlas

in a "black" mood, or $¡as engaged in an activity not

wishing to be interrupted' that student would not be

asked to conference on that day.

The fourth planning consideration required

the willingness of teachers to be involved in the

follow-up interventions when appropriate. Again' this

meant that teacher time must be allocated to meetings

with the counsellor, families, other support personnel,

and the students"

Conference Procedures

The methodological approach to the conferences'

themselves, vtas consistent in being student-centered

and, based oR divergent and convergent questioning
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t.echnique derived from Bloomrs taxonomy of thinking
skilIs, adhered to the planned interview format" (For

the typology of questions used as a guider s€ê Appendix G. )

Each conference began with an explanation as to purpose

and intent to assure t.he student's willingness to talk
about matters important to them" The dialogue was

lr¡caÀ 
^ñ 

#lra ¡cerrmn*.ian +hâ+ a1'l .s-Lr*an lla¡*.^-^ll .:ñu¿v¡¡ L¡¡q Þ q¿ ¿ u¡¡! gç qv Lv! Þ llt

the conference the student, the teacher, and the

counsellor held certain knowledge or perceptions

about the student and his or her world. The role of

the counsellor ¡¡ras, through questioning, Lo have all
participants encounter this knowledge to see how it

growth and development"

The interview format began with the studentrs

most immediate experience at school as being the most

concept,ually concrete" The discussion moved to future
goals and planníng and , then, to problem identification.
As antieipated, having to rely on verbal communication

to convey their understanding and interpret meaning

was díffícult for some students" For example, the

use of the word "groal" \¡ras mystifying to some students

if unfamiliar with it" This does not mean that the

students could not understand "gtoals" in their life
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experiences but that the counsellor had to work with this

concept until common meaning \¡/as understood by all.

In the first two phases of the conference,

having to do with goal-setting and decision-making'

emphasis was on a sharing of understanding and specific

planning towards achievement. In the third phase'

having t,o do wit.h problem identification, it was important

that only t.he student's perceptions, necessary for

assessment of critical awareness levelr lvere stated

fully prior t,o further interactive discourse.

During the conference, the counsellor kept

purpose" At the conclusion of each session, details

were added to complete documentation" Too much note-

talling during the conference !úaS dist.racting but some

helped to pace the discussion" The studentrs approval

as to what was being written down was sought prior

to recording any aspects of the discussion.

During the 1985-86 school yearr the counsellor

conducted a total of 140 conferences with student's

and teachers" Of these, 40 students v/ere involved

ín a conference twice. This accounts for B0 conferences.

Of the 60 remaining students who participated in
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conferences, 7 transferred to another program in the

school, 23 withdrawn from the shcool, 18 were involved

in only one conference due to scheduling diffícuIties,

11 started in t.he program more than half way through

the school year, and I student died"

Because of the changing nature of the school

population, the aim to conference with all students

at the beginning and toward the end of the school year

v¡as achieved wit.h only 40 students" Students who enrolled

in the program at intervals throughout the school year

were scheduled for a session approximately one mont'h

from the time they bejcame registered students" The

only students who díd not participate in at least one

session were those who did not remain at the school

long enough to pass the probation period prior to

off ieial registration.

EqLlorq:gp lÐtrategies

Follow-up interventions to the conferences

were completed as thoroughly as possible. Almost every

conference required some kind of responsive action"

The counsellor r^ras required to exercise a full range

of interventive roles based on the strategies identified'
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discussed, and agreed upon by conference participants.

To discuss, in detail, all which took place during

the 140 sessions and the follow-up work which resulted

would not be realistic, for reasons of length' nor

is it. considered necessary given that many símilarities

and patterns emerged with regard to the needs of students
! - r -------- i J-- -r,---i ^- -----1 i--ano Ene Ëypes oI rnEervenErve straregJ-es ul'eq rrl f'esP()rlse

to these needs. The illustrations presented were chosen

as representative of the body of work completed for

the study"

while conferences were scheduled throughout

substantial numbers ofthe year, there were stil1

referrals of the crisis-oriented, teacher-mader or

self-referral types. Work which resulted from the

conferences was in many ways similar, in terms of the

kinds of intervention, to the other day-to-day work

of the counsellor in helping students. The fo1low-up

strategies discussed here are those which were a direct

result of the conferences drawing upon information,

gained through a conference, which might not otherwise

have come to the attention of the teacher or counsellor.

!üith one exception, the students reacted in

the conference experience" The areasa positive way to
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to be discussed were approached wíth varying degrees

of seriousness and effort but, for the most part, students

appeared comfortable, interested, and committed t.o

the process" The exception \^¡as an 18 year old male

student who eventually became quite involved in the

session after he shared his reasons for initial resistance,

based on past negative experiences cf being "ganged

rrp on" by adults in a little room where they "pretend

they¡re helping you but you just get nothing but shit""

For this student, working through these feelings was

import.ant, as it was important for the counsellor and

teacher to be a\^rare of them, and the rest of the session

proceeded in a positive way"

Analysis of the follow-up strategies, resulting

from t,he conferencêS ¡ reveals similarities of student

needs, in terms of the types of supports and resources

they required, which may be divided into categories

including educational needs, psychosocial needs, and

economic needs. In each of these areas, the needs

expressed by students ranged from those which were

predíetable to those which \Ârere not" Figure t provides

an outline of the educational needs identified and the

accompanying interventive strategies" Wit.h regard to

identification of learning needs, several cases stand

out in particular.
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Learning Needs Strategies

Literacy training" Referral to reading
clinician.
Alternative approach
to literacy training
in classroom.

More appropriate
educational program"

Alternative placement
in other school programs"
Adjustment of learning
activitíes in classroom.
Identífication of suit.able
school placement for
next year and assistance
with application process.

I

î
At tendance,/Mot i vat i on
support to continue
in school program.

Use of probation/performance
sheet to monitor studentsl
progress 

"
Wake-up calls"
Alarm clock with instructions.
Counselling sessions
to deal with areas in
studentrs Iífe interfering
wit,h attendance "
Teacher input. for modified
educational program.
Counsellor liaison
with parenE/group home
workers "

Figure 1: Learning Needs and Interventive Strat.egies
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Learning Needs

A 15 year old boy, large for his agêr streetwise,

and with a hard edge in his manner, participated in

a conference several months after starting the program.

Sinee enrolling, his family had moved to a Main Street

hotel after their rental accomodation' with alI of

their belongings, had burnt to the ground. While the

boy seemed to want to come to school, he was seldom

involved in classroom activities. Thinking this was

a situation where the student needed time to adjust,

the t,eacher accomodated his need to wander and allowed

him to select his o\^tn activities. During the conference'

the student talked about-needing to go back to junior

high or even to grade six. He said he never really

finished grade six and this was why he couldn't do

the work with the other students in the class. Further

questions revealed that the boy was functionally

illiterate, able to write his name and little else.

The teacher was not a\^/are of the extent of his learning

needs in this area because he completed some work with

the help of a friend in the same class and, at all

times, articulated his need to work independently

without teaeher assistance"
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Apparently, the usual signs of illiteracy were

skillful1y concealed by t.his boy" If the information

had not been uncovered when it was, he probably would

have stopped coming to school" Literacy training with

adolescent,s is problematic as it challenges the critical

areas of self-esteem and peer group relations. This

student was not willing to see a "specialist" for help

so Èhe teacher alt,ered classroom activities to help

him with specific learning experience. To better

facilitate his participation, a teacher-aide was assigned

for support, and the computer teacher worked with him

using remedial Language Arts computer programs in the

classroom. While an assessment by a readj-ng clj.nician

might have been helpful, his resistance was circumvented'

in part, by securing his agreement to work cooperatively

wit.h his teacher and, together, they would monitor

his progress until year end.

A 17 year old girl who had been adopted by

a family in the southern United States had been, through

the efforts of a native organization, reunited with

h"T family in the city just prior to her enrolment

in the program" She was placed in the program because

of an extremely uneven school history and her need
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for a 1ot of support during this particularly stressful

period of adjustment to living with a family she had

not known for yeàrs. During her conference, she talked

about wanting to return to the States to go to a college

with which she was familiar. Wit.h this in mind' the

need for an academic program, necessary to meet college

requirements, was discusse<l and she agreed to transfer

!o the Academic Program to work for a grade ten standing

at the 01 course level. She also planned to write

t.o the college of her choice to get information about

entrance requirements. - This informat.ion had not come

out prior to the conference because of inaccurate

assumptions. In this case' j-t was

young person, recently ret'urned to

some effort, would plan to remain

not want to return to her adoPtive

assumect tnat tnas

her family aft.er

in the city and

home "

Another useful example involves the case of

a 17 year oId boy who¡ during the past school year'

had been moved from,his northern community and placed

by a native child care agency to live with his grand-

parents in the city" Vühi1e he began the year with

pretty wild behavior, he soon settled in and achieved

in many ways to the point of receiving an award for

progress and participation at the end of the year"
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The boy had returned to school for the 1985-86 school

year once again acting in inappropriate \^/ays. When

the counsellor or the teacher approached him about

his behavior, he would claim no problems, that he would

try to do better, and "don't worry about me." During

the conference, he talked about how living with his

grandparents $¡asnrt working out,. They \^/ere oid and

sick and had to spend Èheir welfare money on him becasue,

this yearr Do agency was providing funding for his

care" Emotionally he was unhappy and missed his family'

and physically, he was äirty, had lost weight, had

sores on his mouth, and needed glasses" Educationally'

tfìere bras no reason tor nam to nave come arr Ene way

to the city to attend school. No longer in care with

the agency, he said he came back because he didn't

know where else he could go. Staff had.assumed the

arrangements for him were similar to the previous year.

As a resuLt, the counsellor contacted a native education

organization and they arranged sponsorship, through

his band, for the remainder of the year. He was assigned

a new boarding situation, received new clothes, glassest

and a monthly allowance" Further educational planning

led to his application to a residential school, closer

to his family, for the 1986-87 school year"
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needs r¡/ere often interrelated

Figure 2 provides examples of

interventive strategies.
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latter example, learning

wíth needs in other areas.

psychosocial needs and

Psychosocial l[eeds

In one of the earlier conferences, 1egaI assistance

proved to be a very real need f or one st.udent. Supports

and resources linked to youth justice were utilized

often as a result, of repeated identification of needs

in this area" This IB year old male, sponsored by

a native education organization to attend school in

t,he city, had left. his northern community for this
purpose" Since the beginning of the school year, he

had attended regularly, demonstrated cooperation and

strong student skills, although extremely quiet and

did not speak unless spoken to. All in all, his teacher

was pleased with Lhe start he had made and his sit.uation

was not considered problematicr on appearance. His

session progressed in the usual way but, when asked

to identif y problems, t.he student spolle of a pending

eourt case for assault charges related to an incident

whieh had occurred back home during the previous summer.
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Psychosocial Needs Strategies

Increased support
from famíly"

Contact home and share
information about
studentr s progress
in school

Support
alcohol

f.ox drug/
problems "

Referral to
Anonymous.
Referral to
Counsellingr

Narcotics

A.F.M"
session "

Support for depression,/
anxíety "

Referral to psychologist,/
social worker-
Counselling sessions.

Improve student
relationships wit.h
peers/teacher "

Counselling sessions.
Classroom transfer.

Reduction of stress
caused by lega1
problems 

"

Provide link to legal
assistance.
Consultation with
probation officer"
Assistance to link
with Fine Option Program.
Letters of reference.

Figure2: Psychosocial Needs and Interventive Strategies
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He said he was worried about these charges, especially

at night when he could not sleep, and was uncertain

of what to do" He had no lawyer and, withouL counsel,

he anticipated having to leave school and go to jail

once his case $/as heard. He had not told anyone of

his situation, thusr no assistance was forthcoming"

This situation was easily rectified. The student was

connected with a lawyer and a letter was prepared for

t,he court which indicated the student¡s progress at

school and his standing as a superior student. This

student at.tended court ãnd was back in school, in short

order, with the charges dropped.

Later in the year, the same student approached

the counsellor with another concern regarding new charges

of assault which were unwarranted as he was not even

in his home community at the time the offence was said

to have been committed. Again, the counsellor could

assist by arranging for a lawyer to help with this

situation. At various times throughout the year' t.he

student approached the counsellor with problems he

\ñ¡as having and asking for assistance in dealing with

misunderstandíngs with his boarding parent and his

family back home" Conferencing, in this case' helped
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the student to reduce the stress he was experiencing

as a result of legal problems and, also, strengthened

lined of interaction between counsellor and student

so that they could work together to bring about changes

in other areas.

Just as more than one student expressed a need

for legal assistance, more than one student revealed

problems related to chemical dependency" The substance

of these conferences varied from relatívely simple

observations of how drinking interfered with other

things during the week to revelations of prostitution,

drug addiction, and the need for detoxification and

treatment" This r,.ras an area where, even though needs

h¡ere identified, the success ratio, in terms of positive

change, was virtually nonexistent. Referrals to outside

resources appeared to have litt1e effect and regular

counselling sessions yielded short term gains at best.

Economic tìfeeds

By far the most common category of needs expressed

in the sessions related to economic needs " Figure 3

presents an overview of the needs and interventive

strategies ín this area" It was in this area that
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Economic Needs Strategies

Stable, safe place
to live

Referral to Child and
Family Services.
Assistance with rental
applications to Student
Socia1 Allowances.
Temporary shelter
Y.M.C.A.
Referral to native
education organization

Identifícation for
City Welfare,
Student Aid, and
Student Social
Allowance forms"

Letter of identification.
l4oney for birth
certificate or replace
social insurance cards.

Daycare " Arrangement wiLh Mount
Carme1 Clínic/Family
Services.

Money " Applications for Student
Aid, Student Social
Allowances, City We1fare.
Referral to Child and
Family Services.

Food " Arrangement
from school
Loans "

for lunches
cafeteria.

Figure 3: Economic Needs and interventive Strategies
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the counsellor and other staff were most limited as

to the kinds of resources which could be made available

to students and the extent to which direct assistance

could be rendered. It was possible to assist. several

students who, while qualifying for the Student Social

Allowance Program' were not receiving assistance because

of not completing forms correctly, or because of missed

intake appointments t oE because of not having the

necessary identification" One student, who had been

trying to cope without money for several months and

who finally began to reóeive assistance' underwent

changes in his appearance and attitude that r^7ere noted

by students and

purchased a new

dressed in worn

staff. With his first cheque' he

outfit of clothes where before he was

out clothes which were too small for him.

In general, once the stage was set, that ist

once the teacher, counsellor, and student \47ere into

a conference situation with needs and strategies identi-

fied, the work to follow rvas neither complicated nor

difficult" Much of it required interventions of the

instrumental sort to make things happen for a student

whieh¡ on their ovlne they were unable to make happen

for themselves " Mueh of ie inspired the counsellor

to question the helping systems in place in terms of
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how they might be restructured to better serve the

needs of students.

One case which proved to be intensely complicated

involved a 17 year old female student. The counsellor

had known this student since she was 13 and was ar,trare

that she had lived with her boyfriend or members of

his family since she was 14 years old. During this
time, he worked occasionally and money seemed to not

be a problem until she had a baby when she was 16 "

Vühen she returned to school in September of 1985, staff

learned that she had married and was living with her

husband and child in a one room rental accomodation

receiving assistance from City Welfare. This student

is extremely quiet, strong-wi11ed, and usually reveals

very little of a personal nature" During t.he conference,

she stated that she planned to complete grade eleven,

attending school while her husband looked after the

baby" Future plans included finishing grade twelve,

finding a job, getting a bet.ter place to live, and

so on. She had no problems. Knowing this student

to be a very private person, her input in the conference

was accepted without undue probing, but the fact. that

she was holding a lot back was obvious to both the
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teacher and the counsellor. Weighing not much more than

80 pounds, she tooked \A/orn out, tense, and unhappy.

The day after the conference, this student

approached the counsellor and asked to meet to talk

over some problems. Prior to her marriage, her boyfriend

had been out of work for a long time. While he received

assistance from City Welfare, she and the baby could

not qualify because of her age. Not being married'

she would have had to be assisted by Child and Family

Services. She was convinced that this agency would

separate her from her child and wanted nothing to do

with them. Her boyfriend was drinking heavily but

promised that once they v¡ere married, they would a1l

live on iity welfare while he looked for a job- once

married, his drinking became l^torse so she decided to

return to school and complete her education so that

she could get a job. She said she was at a breaking

point but didn't feel there was any way out of her

situation which was \^thy she didn't bother to talk about

it during the conference.

Since their marriage, her husband was drinking

a}l the time, was beating her when she tried to interfere

with his plans, and was spending what little money
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they had on himself without leaving even enough for
diapers and milk. She ri/as going without f ood and her

baby was sick all of the time" Having left home at
an early ag€r she was afraid to reach out to her family
for help. Talking about her goals and her future in
the conference the day before led t.his student to decide

to t.ry asking the counsellor for help"

. Working together on possible solutions, the

counsellor contacted the studentrs mother, explained

t.he situation, and the mother agreed to have her daughter

and baby st,ay with her temporarily. eity Welfare supplied

emergency funds but could not continue assistance while

the student lived in her motherrs home. Mount Carme1

Clinic provided immediate health care to the baby and

provided a day hospital space so the student could

continue in school. Because she was married, under 18,

and had a child, there was real confusion as to which

agency should assume responsibility for financial

assistance" After several delays, Ietters sent, and

many phone calIs, Child and Family Services provj-ded

assistance to the student and her baby until she

turned 18. She then transferred to Student Allowances

for assistance. During this time, a lawyer specializrng
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law was contacted and he worked with the

arrange a legal separation and a restraining

t.he husband continued to threaten violence.

This student completed grade eleven during

the 1985-86 school year and received an art award for

outst.anding talent at the end of the year. She had

complet.ed many paintings and sculptures, most often

wit.h the theme of mother and child, and is considered

to be except,ionally gifted. The student now has her

ohrn

her

has

apartment, her mothe_r continues to be supportive,

young daught.er is a healthy two year old, and she

returned to the school to complete her grade twelve.

Tn all of these examples, t.he interventive

strategies involved helping students gain access to

resources which should rightfully be utilized by them.

Coping with economic disadvantage means t.hat students

and t.heir families face inadequacies of food, shelter,

clothing, transportation, health care, Iack of employment

opportunities, and lack of positive recreational oppor-

tunities" These realities will- not be changed, in

a significant way, by any of these outcomes discussed.

Yet, the conferenees, themselves, and the manner in

whieh the interventions were directed represent a part
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of the change process necessary to empower these young

people to work for needed change in their lives. These

adolescents, strengthened through learning experiences

in the school setting which are responsive, supportive,

and meaningful to them, are in a better position to

interpret and encounter their social world and to change it"

Limítations to Student Conferences

timitations t.o the conference program $¡ere

of the minor and major sort where, in both cases, it

seemed that they must be accepted as unlikely to be

changed and the practicum work was adapted accordingly.

Conferences were sometimes interrupted by other

school business which required immediate attention.

It was difficult to match t.he time commitments of the

participants with the time needed for some of the sessions.

School life is often stressful, with many activities

occurring simultaneously, and it was sometimes difficult

to cont.rol for outside influences during the sessions.

For the most part, these conditions $¡ere accepted and

not considered to be major barriers to the overall

process of the study"
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Significant concerns related to factors of

attendance and student retention rate in the program.

While teachers encourag'e students to attend every d.y,
and there is a comprehensíve plan for attendance support

i-n place at the school, many of the students do not

do this for a variety of reasons. To coordinate a

conference time for students with irregular attending
patterns r^ras problematic.

Also problematic was the student retention

I985-86 school year.rate

Vühile

years,

for the program

it has steadily

approximately

du_ring the

improved

65 of t.he

over the past three

I00 students who began

the school year

throughout the

rate are those

in the program continued at the school

school year" Included in this 652

students who did not remain in the

retention

Urban

Studies Program but were transferred to another program

in the school. The remaining 352 of students in the

program represented a highly mobile group whose actual
numbers were difficult to asc'ertain as students are

not officially registered at the school until they

pass a two week probatS-on period" A number of students

started in the program but remained only for a few days.

It is estimated that this 35U of students coul-d have
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represented at least an additional 70 students

in the program for some period of time.

These limit.ations, while considered to be

impediments to the study, were anticipated. The fact

that many students have attendance problems or wilI
--."'Àl^J---- €-^- !L^ 

--L^^1 
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to become involved is a school-wide concern and this

work represent.ed yet another way to direct effort

toward improving these conditions.

An unanticipated limitation to the study resulted

from a change in administration at. the school in

January, 1986. Dut,ies for the Academic and Pre-Employment

programs, involving counselling services and team leadership,

vrere reassigned to the counsellor of the Urban Studies

Program until the end of the school year. This addit.ional

easeload made the undertaking more demanding during

the remaining six months of the school year
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ASSËSSHEIST OF TEE SIT'DENT COIIFERENCE PROGRAIT

The student conference program was seen to meet

t.he planned objectives and, further, yielded unanticipat,ed

outcomes" This concluding chapter presents an account

of results as related to the students and the teachers

followed by an account of the extent to which the aims

for restructuring counselling services were accomplished.

Rcsrrl ts for Sfrrdants

While students were not asked to assess the

usefulness of the conferences in a formal wâY, this

informat.ion was received either in an unsolícited manner

or through informal questioning. Replies included:

"I know where Itm going no\Á/'rr rrI feel better about

things," "M1t headrs going in the right direction'"

"I know what has to be done no\^t"'and other similar

comments" As each session ended, the counsellor checked

on the partici-pants' feelÍngs about the experience"

These comments reflected the shared feelings of the
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students, teachers, and the counsellor after discussions.

The interaction provided a closeness and understanding

whích is not always achieved in spontaneous or less

formal encounters.

Through conferencesr the students were required

to set goals, develop action plans, make decisions'

and solve problems in relation to their personal situations.

Student ability in this area t QE lack of it' was clearly

apparent. Most were not at a point of, what Freire

would call, critical co-nsciousness" Initial responses

usually revealed an acceptance of the way things hrere

with students not seeinq their own roles in a change

process" Some students were self-denigrating to a

point of hopelessness. They might state their goals

to finish high school but, in ensuing discussion, predicted

personal failures with themselves as the causes " These

students required dírective questioning to help them

identify action plans, to include outside supports

and the assistance of others, toward achievement.

Some students were able to assess their situations

in an astute manner being clearly able to think critically

about themselves in their world" Leadership abilit'y

stood out among these students"
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The extent to which many students believed that their

school and other life experiences were separate and

unrelated was unanticipated and almost bordered on

being comical, from an adult perspective" For example,

one student identified personal goals to incl-ude comple-

ting high school and continuing in a Fine Arts program

to develop his artistic abilities. However, he acknow-

ledged that he seldom appeared at school before noon

hour" When asked how this attendance pattern could

affect goal att.ainment,_ he said he knew he should get

up in the mornings but he was too sleepy. He spoke

of his usual evening activitj-es which included watching

television until about three o'cIock every morning"

Further discussion revealed that this student did not

t.ie his evening activities to performance requirements

for t.he next day" He had not applied the understanding

t.hat most people need about eight hours of sleep at

night in order to function the next day t.o his personal

situatíon" He said herd never really thought about

it like that" At his home, everybody stayed up watching

T"V" late at. night, so he stayed up too"

This student is now completing a grade twelve

year and, while he is still sometimes lat.e, it is the
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exception and not the rule. This example presents

a si"rnple, stra.ight-forward íllustration of a recrirri-ng

need amongst, students which is usually manifested in

a far more complex way. ït is vital for students to

be assistecl to perceive their plans and actions as

related" School and other life activities should be

understood as an integrated life process. Much *-ime

was spent working with students toward this understanding

during the conferences. This is a fundamental step

in the development of critícal ar^rareness and necessary

to the process of cfra.nje.

Vlhile students are provided with information

about. the high school credit sYstem and requirements

for graduation when they register, the conferences

provided the opportunity to check their comprehension

and application of this information i n terms of their

own ed-ucational progress. For some students, there

was almost no evidence of understanding or retention

of this information. Most students neecled clarification

as to the steps involved in academic achievement and,

thenr ässistance to relate this information to ascertain

their own academic progress and future directions.

The comprehensive plan of the conferences '
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to involve every student, was important. As illustrated

in the discussion of follow-up interventions with students'

there were many individual needs which woul-d have remained

unrecognized if a structured system of conferences

was not in place" While, potentially' the above results

may have been achieved in other ways, there seems no

other strategy which ensures students this access to

supports as is their right as students " More than

anything else, the resulting interventions made possible

through student conferences justified the restructuring

of counselling services.

In December, 1985, after every student enrolled

in the program since the beginning of the school year

had participated in a conference, teachers in the program

were involved in an assessment session to offer their

opinions as to the impact of the conferences to that

point. This session was taped with excerpts presented

here as an account of the results of the study from

the perspective of the teachers "

The first teacher spoke of the conferences
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as being "really useful in some cases because it gave

me a chance to listen to their thouqhts about themselves.

When they're talking, and thej-r friends are there,

I can't really carry on a private conversation" It

is useful because it gives you another handle, a dj-fferent

look to their future, which is one very positive aspect."

He gave an example of a female student in his classroom:

"A1I I hear out of her is indifference or giggles.

She tried that through the conference, nevertheless,

other things came out. _ I could see there was much

more there which was good." When asked how he translated

this new information about this student into cl-assroom

practice, he said: "We have somethinq in common that

\^re didnrt have bef ore. It's not that we werenrt gettinq

along, it's just that it was very superficial and she

hras keeping me and the school at armrs length."

The second teacher gave his opiníon of the

conferences: "It's nice to see a student interact

wíth someone besides myself. " He gave an example of

a male student who "usually fools around in the classroom

but in a serious situat.ion like that he does come out

with aspl-rations " " Another example involved a female

student: 'uï think she said more in that time than
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she did in a month and a half in the classroom. " His

concludinç¡ remarks: "I think it's good to get students

to f ocus on some goals " To try to qet t.hem to think
rwhy am I here?r That's a good question" Itrs given

me the idea to try t.o follow up and see what their

out.put is " How it matches with their short and long-

term goals " "

The thírd teacher stated that the conferences

"are i-mportant in getting students to realize what

they are doing no\^t. A_lot of students don't really

realize what they are working for. Itrs good to outline

that. Because of the integra'ted nature of the mornings,

thev werenrt really sure of what they were doing.

So, it, was good to clear that up" The other thinq

that was interesting was finding out about what kincls

of ambitions they have if they have" Some interesting

things came out." She gave the example of a fernale

student who "\n/as interested in being a long distance

truck driver" I would never have found that out unless

\de were in that situation" Finding out different

students' ambition tells you something about whatrs

goinq on with them" "
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The fourth teacher restated the importance of the

conferences as helping to clarífy the expectations and

purposes of the morning program for students and added

that "a lot of them didn't have an iclea of what the

afternoon credit system was all about so clarifying

t.hat, for some of Èhe students, T found to be beneficial."

She said: "I don't know about other peoplesr conferences

but one of the advantages for me wasr through a number

of the conf erences, \âre f ound out that some of the students

were in crisis sit.uations and were able to look at

a problem-solving strategy almost immediately when

we got to the problem area of the questionaire" That

was beneficial for the students and myself. I would

never have gotten that information without having those

questions asked. " She went on to state that. "the sense

of setting directions for students was really helpful

for them. For me, personalty, I was able to find out

some of the students wanted more assistance, where

they r¡/ere unhappy in morning work. Some student.s were

not being challenged. " She gave the example of a male

student who was "a nonverbal individual. He looks

very content in the classroom" tr{e were able to put

together something a tittle more challenging for him
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through the conference. " This teacher concluded with

the observation: "I think being together with Heather

and me in a closed room, where no one else could hear

the discussion, \^/as a positive thing that led them

to share more than they would have in a large group" "

The fifth teacher said: "I really liked each

and every one of the conferences" I only wish they

could have happened in a shorter time space closer

to the beginning of the school year. I found it very

useful to observe the students in that situat,ion, not

only getting information from what they said, but just

observing how they \â¡ere able to handle the questions

and to what degree they were comfortable in that situation"

It's very useful" Itrs also given me a lot of kinds

of material or opportunities to follow-up myself in

terms of what was discussed." Addressing the counsellor

directly, this teacher stated: "I feel like I know

now at least some of what you knov¡ about the students.

You and I know some things in common. You may know

other things and I may know other things but we have

a certain amount of shared knowledge so I feel I can

more easily, very quickly, go to you and discuss any
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the st.udents that werve talked with and it makes

bet.ter." She concluded: "I certainly hope that
could do the conferences again, repeat them at the

of the year. I t.hink it would be interesting to
if they r¡/ere any more clearer at the end than they

\^Iere at the beginning and, a1so, to help them assess

where they're at in terms of their stated goals."

This session was the only time that the conferences

were assessed, in a structured way, by teachers" Knowing

that these teachers ltrere contributing a significant

amount of preparation and planning time to this process,

there was nô rerrtrcct frrr A wril-ton orza'lrrntìnn .rr .ã

furthure taped session. Throughout the year, teachers

reiterat.ed points as to the usefulness of the conferences

and some positive feedback was gained at the conclusion

of every individual conference" It was clear that
t.his process \^ras valued and had the support of teachers.

Teachers suggested that the conference process

could be changed in two ways. If possible, the teachers

should be scheduled for conferences in larger blocks

of time so t,hat all students in a classroom could

participate in sessions without having these sessions
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stretch out over many weeks. The possibility of time-

tabling the art teacher to work with classes for extended

blocks of time was suggested. The other suggestion

related to the fact that only 40 students were able

to participate in a conference twice, ât the beginning

and at t,he end of the year" While attendance and late

intake rvill always interfere with this, the alteration

of conference scheduling t,o allow more sessions to

be completed for each classroom in a compacted time

frame might help to achieve this.

While efforts \^tere made to accomodate these

counsellor assigned to the program and changes in teacher

preparation time, staff resources to the program, and

larger numbers of students became factors that prevented

t.he student conference program to be continued in the

same way. The teaching team decided that conference

experiences were important to the students and the

program so, they have undertaken to structure conferences

with every student in their classroom as a part of

eaeh reporting session, he.ld six times a year, designed

to solieít student input into this process. Ïn addition,

a general goal*setting, decision-making, and problem-



solving session between student and teacher would

the counsellor in follow-up interventions. This

tion, wiLh teachers taking responsibility for the

conference sessions, is viewed as a realistic one

of
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involve

t.ransí-

which

fits with many of the stated objectives for the student

conference program"

For Gounsellinq Practice

This final section accounts for the impact

the practicum work on counselling practice. Much

this impact relates to the result.s already described

most. of what- affect-s sturlent-s anr! staff at the schoo]

similarly involves and influences the counsellor's
work" The studyr ërs a wholer proved successful in

terms of its intended purposes and anticipated significance.

Some of the outcomes which stood out as being

particularly useful and of the sort which could not

have been accomplished had this study,not have been

undertaken to follow the process it did are presented

by way of conclusion"

The first of t,hese has to

not only the shared experience of

do with the students,

uncovering unexpected
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information and problems but, also, the impact of patterns

and similarities of students! needs " This realization

reinforced the counsellor¡s commitment to introducing

new processes whereby students could become involved

with a network of individuals, joining with workers,

to confront youth issues and work toward solutions"

Organization of the Argy1e Evening Program, operated

f or st,udents by students, the Youth,/Worker Conf erence

and Planning Circle, a new focus for student council

within the school, a gay students support group, and

a student counselling lraining program, providing evening

training workshops for students, have all resulted

from thís commitment" Wherever possible, students

should be assisted to have direct input into the programs

and services which affect them. And, if Lhere are

gaps, and there are, then student.s should have the

opportunity to identify and establish new resources

they consider necessary.

The second of these outcomes relates to the

impact of the study as it strengthened the interaction

between teachers and counsellor" Partially unanticípated,

the st.udy provided infonmation and allowed tíme for

the diseussion of each student in the program; in a
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careful and thoughful way. Whereas, in the past, it

became easy to not get around to these kinds of discussions'

instead, they were built in as part of the program

despite the hectic and fast-paced activity of each

school day" Opinions and insights \â¡ere valuable in

assisting students with change strategies.

Third, of the 100 students involved in at least

one conference experience, 7L of these st,udents returned

to school the following year either to the school or

to a different setting_as planned" Given the high

drop-out rate among inner city adolescents (an actual

percentage is not available, ) this rate of retention

from one school year to the next seems significant.

Also significant is that 16 of these students have

assumed leadership roles in the school, taking responsi-

bilities for co-curricular programs, workshops, conferences'

and other school/community acitivity. These results

indicate that the school, as a whole, is becoming more

effective in working with inner city adolescents toward

goals for personal and collective achievement" While

they cannot be linked, in a direct wâY, to the restruc-

turing of counselling services, observations as to

the outcomes of the student conference program seem
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to support the conclusion that this work has contributed

to the positive difference.

Conclusion

In The Politics of Education, Freire draws

the distinctions between two kinds of education that

which is humanistic and that which is dehumanizing.

Dehuman ízing education is dominating and involves the

act of transference of knowledge whereby consciousness

represent.s an empty reçeptacle t,o be filIed" The

educator is the one who knows and the learner is the

one who does not know. Humanistic education is liberating

whereby all individuals enter into the act of knowledge

as a process. Consciousness becomes "intention" toward

the world and human beíngs" Both educator and learner

have the eapacíty to recognize or remake existing knowledge"

To understand these distinctions is fundamental

to my practice as an edueator as it. offers a hTay' perhaps

t,he onty wêy, to work within an institution like a

sehool, and not be caught in the grip of system-

maintaj-ning type of practice" It offers a way to

encsunter challenges and responsibilities in the work-

place without having to separate personal, from professional
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ethic. All human relations may be valued, in this wây,

allowing individuals to understand poverty and injustice,
not as inevitable facts of existence, but to critically
view their social world" This understanding is vital

to workers who enter into practice in the inner city
and in particular, to those who are attempting to work

with youth" These youth wil-l- reject "helping" efforts

t,hat. they know to have made Iit.tle difference ín their
lives and to the social reality which is their existence.

The reactions of the students to the conference program

suggest their willingnãss to enter into a change process

where actions are carried out not to them, or for them,

DUt Wl-En tnem.

In Personality and Ideology , Leonard identifies

two models of political practice which could be appropríat.e

to educators that, which is action-oriented and that

which is consciousness-oriented. Action-oriented practice

is focussed on the achievement of material changes

through collective action whereby changes in consciousness

are possible outcomes. Consciousness-oriented practice

emphasizes, as objectives, those changes in consciousness

necessary prior to the occurence of effective action"

Awareness of these differentiations should not. force
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a choice.

!ühether to emphasize either immediate
material benefits or the need for changes in
consciousness must depend upon: a) the degree
of demystification surrounding that element
in the ensemble of social relations against
which the struggle takes place, b) the degree
of ideological and material homogenity amongst
the participants, and c) how pressinq are the
materiai neéds of the partícipänts.l7-

Either strategy involves collective action and enables

those involved to move away from t.he individualized

experience which is the dominating influence of capit.alist
society" To enter into problematization with students,

as a shared experience with students and fellow workers"

If we are to help ourselves and others to work
for an alternative society, then we must try
to grasp more fully what, we have been required
to repress in ourselves in order to be gendered
class subjects properly prepared for labour.
Understanding ourselves and changing ourselves
are part.s of a single process: a materialist
approach to this process of reflection,/action
shows us that such an understanding and change
requires us to direct our attention to the
ensemble of social relations of which we are
constituted. lS
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This study had strong impact on the counsellor,

herself r âs it provj-ded the opportunity to follow through

on knowledge and convictions, based on the notion that

true praxis depends on collective action resulting

from personal and professíonal commitments to social

change" Praxis should not just maintain, but transform,

aspects of social- reality in accordance with goals

of equality, redress, and justice" These are goals

which are not just relative to the needs of adolescents

and their families in the inner city, but they remain

integral to the larger-community to which we all belong.
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APPET{DIX A.

Îv¡o examoles which illustrate the connection between

personal qrowth and collective experience :

Two years êgo, a group of eight male students

\4tere ident.ified, aged 16-19 lrears, whose use of alcohol

affected their attendance and achievement in school"

Counselled on an individual basis, each student linked

this problem to the cause of not having anything better
to do" They agreed to-meet with the counsellor at
school one night a week as a support group. They developed

the idea to beqin an eveninc¡ recreation orocram at

the school to provide a positive alt.ernat.ive to alcohol-
related activitj-es on school nights. Support and funding

hlas secured" Last year and this year, Argyle High

School operates an evening program for students four

nights a week. Four of the students who initially

conceived this program idea have been employed as staff"

One has been employed as a teacher-aide during the

day and as the supervisor of the evening program"

A year dga¡ concerned workers met to address

ongoing issues affecting inner city youth with particular
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reference to programs and service delivery. Personal

counselling with these yout.h rêvealed that they shared

parallel concerns. A process was established to engage

youth and workers in the organization of a conference

to provide a forum for the discussion of these issues.

A number of Argyle students were involved in this process.

In particuiar, one student assumed a major J-eaoership

role. She accounts for her commitment as linked to

her recent experience of leaving a multiprob-Iem home

situation to enter the child welfare system. The success

of the Yout,h/worker Coñference held at the University

of Winnipeg, May, 1986, has Ied to the formation of

a plannLng cr-rcl-e co plan anotner conference E'o Þe

more action*orient.ed with workers and youth to form

committees, eaeh focussing on specific areas for change.
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APPEIiTDIX B.

ContrastinE assumptions of the OId and l{ew Paradigms

of Education:

FRO¡'I

Mass teaching

Single learnings

Passive answer-
absorbing

Rigid daily

Training in
skills and

TO

Personalized teaching

Mult,iple learnings

Active answer-seeking

Flexible schedules

Building desireable at.titudes
and appreciation that stimulates

programs

formal
knowledge

Teacher initiative
and direction

Isolated content

Memorized ansh/ers

Emphasis on textbooks

a questing for knowledge

Child initiative and group
planning

Interrelated content

Problem av/areness

Use of many media in addition
to texts

Active stimulation of intellectPassive mastery of
information

("The Changing Society, the Changing School,!'
Susan Therríen, The Canadian School Executive,
vol"3, no" B, February ' 1984" )
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APPEIIDIX C-

Goals for Students:

Argyle High School will aim to help students develop

abilit.ies in the f ollowing' areas:

SeIf and Interpersonal Relations
Abilit.y to make decisions and take action
on own initiative, self determinísm"

Ability to form meaningful and rewarding
relationships with people in general,
friends, relatives; ability to participate
in groups and make contributions to groups.

Ability to handle personal problems (idenLify,
resolve and orevent oroblems. obt-ain heln
with personal problems if necessary) e"g.
alcohol, drugs, temper, moods, attitudes,
habits, authority.

Fanily and Eome Life
Ability to handle problems wíth parents,
siblings, relatives.

Ability to handle problems of home management
and total family life.

Leisure Time
Ability to use leisure time purposefully,
for personal development, enjoyment and
social benefit.

Ability to develop existing or

enjoy self without

new interests.

Abilit.y to
trouble

getting into
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Comnunity

Ability to use community resources

Ability to handle problems with agencies
and police.

Ability to contribute to community,
participate in community affairs, knowledge
and ability to fulfill community responsibilities"
Abitit.y to recognize and display appropriate
L^L---i ----^ i- ----^i ---- ---J -a -^rrl-^---r.)eltctvIC)uI IIt VdI J-oult lt()ÇId'I SeEE.l-ngS .

Job, Vtork and Training
Abilit,y to assess oners vocational interests,
values, aptitudes, goals

Ability t.o learn about different aspects
of jobs

Abilit.y to get and hold a job

- AbiliÈy Èe handle jeb respensibiliÈies

fn order to meet the aims and. <j¡oals of Argyle, three

types of programs are offered: Urban Studies, Academic

Program and Pre-Employment Program.
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APPEIÙDIX D.

Guidance Counsellor (Secondary) :

General Duties

A guidance counsellor works under the direction of the

principal and, where applicable, the department head,

and is responsible fo.r developing and implementing

an organized program of guidance and counselling services

in the school.

Specific Duties

Provides indivíduaI and/or group counselling services

in the following areas:

Personal, social, academic, career, child welfare,

crisis, family life and sexuality, behaviour control,

decision-making and problem solving, chemical abuse.

Consulting:

Acts as a consultant and liaisan to plan structured

developmental group guidance experiences"

Maintains liaison with referral agencies "

Maintains contact and impmements follow-up procedures

for clients.
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Refers students with special needs "

Sel-ects, administers and interprets standardized tests.

Act.s as a resource to school personnel 
"

Coordinating:

Collaborates with school personnel to organize and

implement programs, services and special events"

Conducts orientation programs.

Liaises with educational institutions and community

resources.

Provides educational/vãcational information and experiences

for students and parents.

Arranges case conferences.

Evaluating:

Conducts regular evaluation of programs and services"
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APPEIIDIX E

Definition of Bloomrs Thinking Skills:

Through the careful use of questions, problems,

and projects, teachers can stimulate interestr âssist
1^^--.i -- --¡ ^-.^ l rrara ^ ^ 

1 'l ¡-^^^1-^-^ .: -+,,.: +.:..^1.,J-gclJ-ll,I¡¡Y t Ctl¡L¿ gVCtJ-llc. l-E l,,J-\rVJ-EÐÞ o ¡:lI-L L=4UIlE!J IIILUal-J-VEJ-J

ask some quest.ions of high quality, but often e¡nphasis

is on those which requ.ire students only to recall

information. Recommended is a systematic consideration

of quest.ions t.hat require students to implement ideas,

rather than simply remember them.

From Bloomrs Taxonomy of Educational Objectíves:

towest Level Reca11

Application

Analys j-s

Synthesis

Híghest Level Evaluation
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APPEùIDIX F.

Some Conmunity Agencies and Organizations Involved

with Inner City Adolescents:

Education Youth Justice

os".J ^-& n .: -¡DLr¡Lret¡L i-r¿L¿ D*^1^^+.: ^* ô^-...: ^^^r!UUALIUII ùEI VIUE-

Student. Social
Allowances

Child Guidance Clinic

Manitoba Indian
Education Associa-
tion

South .East Tribal

Community Fine Option Program

Legal Aid

Manitoba Youth Center

Agassiz Center

Dakota
Tribal

odjibwe
Council

Provincial Courts

Youth Court

Remand Center

Private Law Practices

Nelson House
Education
Authority
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Child VÍelfare

City Welfare

Provincial Income
Security

Child and Family
Services

Mount Carmel Clinic

Provincial Day Care

Family Services

Mama hfi V'fichi Itita

Awasis Agency

Anishnabe Child and

Recreation

Boys and Girls Club

Indian Family Center

C.A.R.E. Center

Rossbrook House

Y.M.C.A.

SteIIa Mission

Macdonald Youth
Services

Neetchewam Group Homes

Public Health Department
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APPEITDIX G

Example of Urban Studies Student Conference Record Sheet

Urban Studies Student Conference Record

Student:

Dat.e:

Present Situation:

Age:

Goa s to Year End:

Aetion P1ans to Achi"eve Goa1s:

Future Goals:

Action Plans:

Problems Now:

Cause of Problems:

Possible Solutions:
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